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The world’s most portable, versatile, cricket pitch solution

CASE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

3......... Convert a grass field into a
cricket venue

The 2G Flicx Pitch is the world’s most portable,
versatile, cricket pitch solution. The first Flicx Pitch was
rolled out in 1997 whilst after significant improvements
and product developments, the 2G Flicx Pitch was
launched in 2015. The 2G Flicx Pitch can now be
easily rolled out on many different surfaces, both
indoors and outdoors and using the 2G Flicx safety
trolley, can be transported around with ease. The 2G
Flicx Match Pitch is extremely multifunctional - the
pitch can be used to host senior matches but can
also be split into two batting ends for net practice or
for hosting junior games on the outfield all without
groundworks - the pitch is fully portable, you just roll it
out and then roll it back up again after use.

4......... Increase your junior
capacity
5......... Give a surface consistent
pace and bounce
6......... Converting a synthetic into
a cricket venue
7......... Using the 2G Flicx Pitch as
a coaching aid
8......... Growing the game in India
9......... An all weather solution to
extend the season
10....... Beach cricket
11....... Taking cricket to places
it has never been played
before
12....... Home academy; practice
your skills in the garden
13....... Boosting cricket
participation in London
14....... A portable pitch solution in
Portugal
15....... New Zealand T20
tournament
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There are a number of different surfaces that the 2G
Flicx Pitch performs really well on including: grass,
astro or other synthetic surfaces (to improve low
bounce or refurbish a worn NTP), wooden sprung
floors or sportshalls, sand for beach cricket, 3G
rubbercrumb pitches, concrete, tarmac and asphalt.
Preparation of such surfaces is minimal and allows
for multiple surfaces to be easily turned into cricketing
venues. To use on grass, we recommend cutting the
grass short before use so the feet of the 2G Flicx Pitch
mould to the undersurface which will give you the best
bounce and consistency possible.
The following guide contains some of our best
customer case studies of how the 2G Flicx Pitch has
been applied to different cricketing environments and
has hosted cricket on various surfaces all around the
world to enable more people to enjoy the sport. We
are especially proud to work with projects that help
grow participation or that break down social barriers.

CASE STUDY – CONVERT A GRASS FIELD INTO A CRICKET VENUE

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | ISRA EL CRICK ET ASSO CIATI ON
ORDE R | 4 FLICX MATC H PITCH ES
DATE | 2010 AND 2014
About 6 years ago, the Israel Cricket
Association launched the cricket4peace project
and cross border cricket. These projects help
to bring the Palestinian and Israeli youngsters
together once a month to learn about each
other’s culture, language and of course cricket.
Playing in conditions that often resembles a dry
sandy desert – we needed a surface that would
have a good bounce and be easy to move
around. Flicx assisted us with these projects
and played a major part in the Israel Cricket
Association being awarded the Global ICC
spirit of Cricket award and also the European
Cricket Spirit of Cricket Award.

“You cannot put a price
on what the Flicx pitch has
done for cricket in Israel
– it is without a doubt the
best investment that we
have made.”
Herschel Gutman, Israel Cricket Association

In the summer of 2014, we purchased two
more Flicx pitches and have spread them
around the country – this is the only way that
we can play proper cricket without having to
spend thousands of dollars. The pitches are
used in all our major adult leagues and is the
main reason why we can host the Maccabiah
Games every 4 years – without it, we would
have no facilities.
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CASE STUDY – INCREASE YOUR JUNIOR CAPACITY

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | ICC ACAD EMY
ORDE R | 4 MATC H PITCH ES
DATE | OCTO BER 2014
The Flicx Pitches are a vital part of the ICC
Academy’s schools program in Dubai with
the key benefits being the ability to host
multiple games on one oval and to also take
the pressure off the main oval at the facility.
Large tournaments are now possible and as
a result the program is being expanded this
year to give every school in Dubai access to
these world class facilities.

“The Flicx Pitch is an extremely powerful piece of
equipment for the coaches and the ICC Academy, for
numerous reasons. The pitch allows us to transform our
ovals into an additional 2 grounds allowing us to play
more games in shorter spaces of times. The pitches also
create the ability for us to run junior tournaments with
far greater ease.”
Samuel Charnley, ICC Academy Warriors Program Lead

CASE STUDY – GIVE A SURFACE CONSISTENT PACE AND BOUNCE

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | STOC KPOR T GRAM MAR SCHO OL
ORDE R | 2G EAGL E EYED BATT ING END
DATE | APRI L 2016
Training capacity can also be
increased with 2G Flicx Pitches. We
are increasingly seeing examples of
2G Flicx Pitch being used by clubs
and schools in their nets whether it’s
to add increased additional capacity
and extra lanes, upgrade an old,
worn or underperforming synthetic
surface or in the case of Stockport
Grammar to seek better performance
for cricket from an existing surface.

2G

FLICX

“Our 2G Flicx Eagle Eye batting
end has allowed us to convert
our all-purpose synthetic area
into cricket practice facilities.
Prior to using the 2G Flicx Pitch
we were not able to use our
facility to its full potential due to
irregular pace and bounce. Now
we have consistent pace and
bounce and the colour coded
coaching zones have proved to
be a great help for both spinners
and quick bowlers alike.’’
David Makinson, Stockport Grammar School.

H
PITC

X.CO.UK
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CASE
CASESTUDY
STUDY––CONVERT,
CONVERTING
UPGRADE
A SYNTHETIC
OR IMPROVE
INTO AYOUR
CRICKET
NET VENUE
FACILITIES

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | LANZ AROT E CRICK ET ASSO CIATI ON
ORDE R | 2G FLICX MATC H PITCH (2017 ) AND 2 FLICX PITCH ES
DATE | 2009, 2014 AND 2017
Cricket in Lanzarote is on the up … with a
wonderful year round climate they get to
enjoy a lengthy domestic season as well as
hosting their own invitational tournaments
and welcoming an ever increasing number
of touring teams. It is the 13th Anniversary
of cricket on the island this year and initially
all playing surfaces were covered in volcanic
gravel therefore a length of coconut matting
would be laid down to play on however
in 2009 the Lanzarote Cricket Association

(LCA) brought a new pitch from Flicx UK
which is rolled out on an Astroturf and
rubbercrumb pitches. The standard of cricket
on the island was transformed instantly.

“It enables us to play cricket
in the same environment
all year round, and given
the understandable lack
of grass on the Island,
it makes for a fantastic
playing surface with the
only variable being the
weather -will it either be
hot or very hot!”
Peter Starmer – LCA

CASE STUDY – USING THE 2G FLICX PITCH AS A COACHING AID

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | WAR WICK SCHO OL
LOGO )
ORDE R | 2G FLICX SKILL S COAC HING PITCH (BRA NDED WITH SCHO OL
DATE | OCTO BER 2016
The 2G Flicx Pitch is the perfect surface for your winter
nets. For many clubs and indoor venues such as school
sportshall’s, the 2G Flicx Pitch can provide a value for
money, facility upgrade and the pitch performance is
far superior compared to heavy, synthetic mats often
used. Additional benefits include the pitches longevity,
flatness when rolled out and the fact that they are stored
on their end freeing up space. With bright colours and
target tiles, the 2G Flicx Skills or Eagle eye is a great
coaching aid for young players to hone their bowling
or batting techniques.

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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“The 2G Flicx Skills Pitch has been a fantastic addition for
our cricketers for their winter training. Both batters and
bowlers have benefited from more visual cues and targets,
both individually and against each other. For coaches
it creates lots of opportunities to create challenges for
bowlers and batsmen, as well as making it easier to judge
where the ball pitched more easily.”
Simon Francis, Warwick School
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CASE STUDY – GROWING THE GAME IN INDIA

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | RAJA STHA N CRICK ET ASSO CIATI ON
ORDE R | 70 2G FLICX BATT ING ENDS
DATE | TWO ORDE RS IN 2016
Prior to the purchase of 70 2G Flicx batting
ends, across two orders in 2016, facilities
across many of the 33 districts in Rajasthan
were minimal and of poor quality,
particularly in remote areas so talent was
unable to be developed and nurtured. The
Rajasthan Cricket Association (RCA) have
now issued 2 Batting Ends, which can zip
together at the middle and form a full 2G
Flicx Match Pitch, to each district to utilise
to create a local hub of excellence. Players
and coaches alike now have a surface
which feels much more authentic and
genuine so as a result in these developing
areas, more participation is possible and
cricket is already started to significantly
grow in popularity.

2G

FLICX
PITCH

“The 2G Flicx Pitch is a
perfect solution where new
facilities need to be created
in a cost effective way.
Big benefits for the RCA
include zero maintenance
costs, the durability of the
product, it’s all-weather
surface properties and the
fact that it allows us to take
cricket to places where it’s
not possible to curate turf
wickets.”
Pawan Goyal, Treasurer, Rajasthan Cricket
Association (RCA)

CASE STUDY – AN ALL WEATHER SOLUTION TO EXTEND THE SEASON

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | BUTE CC
ORDE R | 2G FLICX MATC H PITCH
DATE | MAR CH 2015
Mitigate bad weather conditions which might
affect your cricket matches taking place.
Running a cricket club on a small island
in the Firth of Clyde has many challenges
including having to take two ferries to most
games but one previously unsolvable issue
has been fixed by Flicx is the availability
of a reliable wicket. Bute maintains its
own ground but has always fought an
unsuccessful battle against the heavy rainfall
the island receives which had frustratingly
led to the postponement of many fixtures
over the years.

2G

FLICX

All this changed in 2015 when the club
purchased a 2G Flicx Pitch which has
completely transformed the club’s facility
situation to the extent that there were no
rain affected cancellations and the WDCU
confirmed it’s suitability for hosting league
matches.

“The benefits are
purchasing a 2G Flicx
Pitch numerous and it’s
very easy for two people
to transport and then
quickly roll out to get the
game started.”
David Mackay, former chairman of
Bute County CC

PITCH

WWW.FLICX.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY – BEACH CRICKET

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | SYDN EY SIXER S
ES
ORDE R | 5 MAG ENTA PINK 4.5M X 1.4M MINI 2G FLICX CRICK ET PITCH
DATE | SEPT EMBE R 2016
Ahead of the new BBL season,
the Sixers took to the road for an
exciting new community activation
programme, which saw coaches host
cricket clinics for boys and girls with
some special guest appearances.
The 2G Flicx Pitches were rolled out
on the various beach locations down
the NSW coastline, providing an
attractive playing surface with a
good bounce and obviously pitch
markings and Sixers branding too.

CASE STUDY – TAKING CRICKET TO PLACES IT HAS NEVER BEEN PLAYED BEFORE

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | VARI OUS
ORDE R | VARI OUS
DATE | VARI OUS
Flicx UK is proud to take cricket to places
it has never been played before and in
doing so, has created more opportunities for
people to play the game.
With our portable, roll out solution we
have been able to be part of some great
fundraising events and PR opportunities for

brands working in the cricket sector. Some
of the strangest places that we have taken
cricket would include down a mine, on ice,
in the London Eye, with the Maasai Warriors
in the Kenyan Dessert, and up both Mt
Everest (Base Camp) and to the top of Mt
Kilimanjaro for the highest games of cricket
ever played.

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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“The kids absolutely loved playing on the 2G Flicx
pitches with parents and families all wanting to take
photos! The team here at the Sixers will be utilising them
further with our community events, clinics and for our fan
day at the SCG and throughout the season.”
Sixers
Liz McPherson, Fan, Activation and Community Manager, Sydney
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CASE STUDY – HOME ACADEMY; PRACTICE YOUR SKILLS IN THE GARDEN

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | PHILL IP HESK ETH
ORDE R | 2G FLICX SKILL S BATT ING END… FLICX HOM E ACAD EMY
DATE | SUMM ER 2016
It sounds like every young cricketers dream,
the ability to play cricket all the time in the
safety of your own home and with the huge
convenience factor that this brings but in fact is
it’s a relatively simple vision to realise with Flicx
as our roll out wickets do not require any civil
works to install. Preparation is pretty straight
forward and ongoing maintenance very
minimal.
Hone your batting stroke play and techniques
on a consistent surface. Philip Hesketh
purchased a home academy in 2016 for his
son Rohan…

2G

FLICX
PITCH

“We are really happy with
the Flicx Home Academy
we purchased and how
it performs with a realistic
bounce, similar to that of
a turf wicket that matches
are played on. The obvious
benefit here is the ability
for Rohan to complete extra
training, outside of sessions
offered by his club and
school, thus helping him to get
an extra edge to his game.”
Phillip Hesketh

CASE STUDY – BOOSTING CRICKET PARTICIPATION IN LONDON

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | MIDD LESEX CRICK ET
ORDE R | 2G FLICX SKILL S PITCH
DATE | APRI L 2017
Middlesex Cricket and Flicx UK are working
in partnership to boost cricket participation
in and around London.
The Middlesex staff involved in this
partnership have been so impressed by the
Flicx pitches versatility, bounce and pace
that they have supported and funded pitches
in key areas in the County to help with their
objectives. These pitches have been funded
both by the Middlesex Cricket Trust and also
via Sport England, where due to the portable
nature of the product it fits within the small
grants scheme criteria.

”The versatility of this
product allows Middlesex
Cricket to take the game to
communities where there
is poor or low provision of
cricket pitches, it also allows
us to increase playing
sites in London where
green space is in high
demand and unfortunately
reducing!”
Katie Berry, Director of Participation
Middlesex Cricket

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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Middlesex have identified many different
applications for the 2G Flicx Pitch within its
programmes going into 2018.

.CO.UK

WWW.FLICX
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CASE STUDY – A PORTABLE SOLUTION IN PORTUGAL

FACT FILE

FACT FILE

CUST OMER | ROTO RUA LITTL E LEAG UE
ORDE R | 2G FLICX MATC H PITCH
DATE | OCTO BER 2017

CUST OMER | COIM BRA KNIG HTS CC
ORDE R | 2G FLICX MATC H PITCH
DATE | APRI L 2016
Coimbra Knights Cricket Club (Portugal)
required a versatile pitch that would
perform well on both grass and
rubbercrumb, and could be easily
transported around. The 2G Flicx Pitch was
the obvious choice for Coimbra and the
pitch was ordered in April 2016. Teams
that have toured Coimbra CC and have
played on their new 2G Flicx Pitch have
been equally impressed, with more and
more adult cricket clubs in Europe looking
to Flicx to solve their facility issues.

CASE STUDY – NEW ZEALAND T20 TOURNAMENT

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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“Our 2G Flicx Pitch has performed extremely well so far
and we have already used it on four different surfaces
around the city. On grass the bounce was excellent and
then on three differing artificial surfaces the mat settled
down nicely and quickly moulded to the under surface
ahead of matches and training.”
Barrie Knowles, Club President of Coimbra Knights CC

Junior cricketers in New Zealand have been
preparing for the new season by participating in
an innovative pre-season T20 tournament hosted
under floodlights at the Rotorua International
Stadium and played on the new 2G Flicx
Pitches, loaned by Complete Cricket (New
distributors of the Flicx Pitch).
The Rotorua Little League Cricket T20 tournament
aimed to get local juniors excited about cricket
and the comprised of four teams of Year 7 and
8 players from the Eastern Bay of Plenty, Rotorua
and Taupo, who vied for early season honours
during two days of T20 action.

“The pitch performed
extremely well and the
young cricketers and their
families watched as they
played under the lights,
which is a once in a
lifetime experience.”
Neeraj Kumar, Complete Cricket (New
Zealand distributors of the 2G Flicx Pitch)

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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INTERESTED? WE WOULD
BE GLAD TO ASSIST YOU
GET A QUOTE – Getting a quote couldn’t be easier.
Simply visit our website and head over to the ‘Get a Quote’
section. Once you’re there fill in the form (enter as much
information as you can to get the most accurate quote
possible) and within a day or two you will have a bespoke
quote including shipping. Alternatively you can give us a
call to request pricing.
DEMONSTRATIONS – We can offer demonstrations
in the UK. Email ash@flicx.com
PLACE AN ORDER – Contact us by phone 01295
816765 or email (sales@flicx.co.uk) to confirm your pitch
order with our team. We aim to dispatch pitches within
7 days but those orders with bespoke colours or
branding requirements may take longer likewise during
peak times.

2G

FLICX
PITCH
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Why not give us a follow on any of our social media pages
and stay up to date with all things Flicx related including
our new monthly vlog #AskAsh
www.blog.flicx.co.uk
www.twitter.com/flicxpitch
www.facebook.com/flicxpitch
www.instagram.com/flicxpitch
www.youtube.com/user/flicx07

